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Bananas, Beaches and Bases Making Feminist Sense of International Politics, Cynthia H. Enloe, 2000, Social Science, 244 pages. Originally published under title: Bananas, beaches & bases.

Staged Action Six Plays from the American Workers' Theatre, Lee Papa, 2009, Drama, 289 pages. With this anthology of six plays, Lee Papa reintroduces readers and performers to a largely forgotten American theatrical genre from the 1920s and 1930s, the workers' theatre.


Volatile Bodies Toward a Corporeal Feminism, Elizabeth A. Grosz, 1994, Social Science, 250 pages. "The location of the author's investigations, the body itself rather than the sphere of subjective representations of self and of function in cultures, is wholly new.... I.

The Deleuze Dictionary, Adrian Parr, 2005, Philosophy, 318 pages. This dictionary, the first dedicated to the work of Gilles Deleuze, offers an in-depth and lucid introduction to one of the most influential figures in continental philosophy.


Understanding Comparative History Britain and America from 1760, Open University.

Intruders in the bush the Australian quest for identity, John Carroll, Nov 1, 1982, History, 242 pages. .


The Practice of Everyday Life Living and cooking. Volume 2, Michel de Certeau, 1998, Social Science, 292 pages. Volume 1 considers the uses to which social representation and modes of social behavior are put by individuals and groups, describing the tactics available to the common man.

Towards cosmopolis planning for multicultural cities, Leonie Sandercock, 1998, Architecture, 258 pages. The most important book on planning practice of the late 20th Century. It will set the terms of debate for years to come. Robert Beauregard The best contemporary text for.


War Crimes, Peter Carey, 1979, Short stories, Australian, 282 pages.

Tropical and geographical medicine, Kenneth S. Warren, Adel A. F. Mahmoud, Jan 1, 1984, Medical, 1175 pages.

Steroid hormones a practical approach, Brian Green, Robin E. Leake, 1987, Language Arts & Disciplines, 261 pages
The spiritual journey, Anne Bancroft, 1991, Body, Mind & Spirit, 144 pages. The author asks what is meant by enlightenment and, through her own experiences, explores her belief that it is within the reach of all
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Crusading and the Crusader States, Andrew Jotischky, 2004, History, 299 pages. Crusading was one of the most important features of medieval society. From 1095 until the end of the Middle Ages, military expeditions were launched to recover the Holy Land.

Lighthouses of England and Wales, Tony Denton, Nicholas Leach, Jan 1, 2007, Lighthouses, 160 pages. A guide to the major lighthouses and aids to navigation in England and Wales, including histories, details of exact locations, and current use.
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The Case of the Saddle House Robbery, John R. Erickson, Gerald L. Holmes, May 1, 2000, Juvenile Fiction, 125 pages. When Jake, a new dog, arrives on the ranch with a hidden agenda, Hank the Cowdog suspects that Jake is in league with the saddle thief he has been trying to track down, in My world of astrology, Sydney Omarr, 1965, Body, Mind & Spirit, 378 pages
Darkness Meets Light, Book 1, Cham Beaumont, 2012, Fiction, 324 pages. Darkness Meets Light tells the story of Tate Kidman, who is intertwined with the fate of the universe and was trapped inside a tomb by his twin brother, Xenos. A virgin witch’sConrad's Lady, Leo Frankowski, 2005, Fiction, 724 pages. Hurtled back in time from modern-day Poland to the thirteenth century, Conrad Schwartz sets out to introduce modern technology to prevent a forthcoming invasion of the medieval Left for Dead, Dick Quinn, Shannon Quinn, Colin Quinn, 1992, Health & Fitness, 200 pages. Author shares how he controls blood pressure and cholesterol, and prevents heart attack by using herbal remedies Images of the Urban: Conference Proceedings 1997 First published anonymously on January 10, 1776, during the American Revolution; Common Sense was signed "Written by an Englishman," and the pamphlet became an immediate. The common thread among the 18 stories in Against the Odds is the way people can resourcefully overcome obstacles to realize their ambitions and dreams. The ňoddsנק are varied.
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Aaron, J. P. Barnaby, Oct 8, 2012, Fiction, 238 pages. "I can't describe what it's like to want to scream every minute of every day." Two years after a terrifying night of pain destroyed his normal teenage existence, Aaron Downing.

GCSE Mathematics, Simon Little, Alison Palin, Emma Stevens, 2006, General Certificate of Secondary Education, 140 pages. GCSE Mathematics

Barefoot in the Park A Comedy in Three Acts, Neil Simon, 1964, Drama, 101 pages. Trials and tribulations of newlyweds in their first apartment...
Him & Me, Jack Whitehall, Michael Whitehall, Oct 10, 2013, Biography & Autobiography, 256 pages. Him & Me is a hugely entertaining and irreverent account of a unique relationship between a father and son. Written in two distinctive styles, it reflects the larger-than-life.

Police Uniform and Equipment, A. A. Clarke, 1991, Political Science, 32 pages. Although much has been written on many aspects of the police and policing in England and Wales there is surprisingly little on the development of the policeman's uniform, well.

Images of the Urban: Conference Proceedings 1997 Sunshine Coast University College, 1997 Joint Report on Social Protection and Social Inclusion, 2008, Poverty, 119 pages Wren Davis believes in going after her dreams, which is why she's working as a legal messenger to pay for art school. She's also been having some pretty hot dreams about. Field Marshal Erwin Rommel's heroic opposition to Hitler in 1944 cost him his life. In this intriguing, well-paced tale of a journalistic coup, Marshall, the first to discover. An exploration of modern-world urbanization cites a concerning rise in slum life that currently accounts for nearly one-fifth of the world's population, arguing that urban.
My Beautiful Disaster, Michelle Buckman, 2007, Fiction, 323 pages. When Dixie catches the eye of lead guitarist Vince Evans, she thinks that it is love at first sight and that there is nothing she wants more than to be his girl, but she

Stick Man, Julia Donaldson, 2009, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Stick Man ends up far away from his family tree when he is fetched by a dog, thrown by a child, used as a snowman's arm, and even put in a fireplace, but finally Santa Claus Images of the Urban: Conference Proceedings
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Contemporary gangs are persistent despite efforts to control them. Theories of gangs explain the emergence of gangs but offer little insight into their persistence and growth. Emma, Jane Austen, Oct 1, 2009, Fiction, 298 pages. Emma By Jane Austen "She always declares she will never marry, which, of course, means just nothing at all. But I have no idea that she has yet ever seen a man she cared for."

Essential Technique Percussion Intermediate to Advanced Studies, Biers, Jan 1, 2010, Music, 88 pages. Intermediate to advanced studies featuring full band chorales, chromatic exercises and articulation studies, color woodwind trill charts, a wide variety of multicultural songs. This third edition of a best seller is an essential resource for law students and lawyers interested in a career in international law, irrespective of age, experience. Describes how successful families build a loving environment, effectively resolve problems, and cope with human relations issues.
A Cavalry Officer in the Corunna Campaign 1808-1809: The Journal of Captain Gordon of the 15th Hussars, Colonel H. C. Wyly C. B., H. C. Wyly, Jul 1, 2009, History, 262 pages. Like the Dunkirk campaign in 1940, General Sir John Moore's advance and retreat from and to Corunna in the early stages of the Peninsular War, was a defeat that has acquired in

College Physics, D. K. Jha, Jan 1, 2009, Physics, 304 pages


A Box of Chicks , James Moloney, 2002, Chicks, 89 pages. Mervyn is entranced by the chicks as soon as he sees them at school, but he had not realised how many problems a box of chicks could cause.

A Crack in the Dark Glass , Elizabeth Lindsay, 2002, Fiction, 176 pages. When dust falls from behind an ancient mirror at Whitecrewe House, the glass mysteriously cracks. Young Greg and his step-sister meet at the house and they are plunged into a
Tai Chi Chuan Decoding the Classics for the Modern Martial Artist, Dan Docherty, 2009, Sports & Recreation, 144 pages. The first book in English to provide a detailed, illustrated explanation of the Tai Chi Chuan Classics, the Classic of Boxing, and the Tai Chi Diagram Explanation, the aim of Gruesome Guides Oxford, Terry Deary, 2007, Oxford (England), 96 pages. A new range of city books from Terry, delving into the horrible histories of Britain's most visited places Images of the Urban: Conference Proceedings Lynette Finch, Chris McConville
Break No Bones, Kathy Reichs, 2007, Detective and mystery stories, 468 pages. Dr Temperance Brennan and her students are working on a site of prehistoric graves on an island near Charleston, South Carolina, when a decomposing body is uncovered in a

Storm Warning The Story of a Killer Tornado, Nancy Mathis, Mar 4, 2008, Nature, 237 pages. An account of the May 1999 tornado outbreak in Oklahoma describes the particular devastation wrought by an F5 twister whose winds were the fastest ever recorded, drawing on

Strippers Stars & Presidents, Rita Zenzen Heck, 2008, Biography & Autobiography, 276 pages. STRIPPERS STARS & PRESIDENTS covers my memories of interviewing movie stars as a high school journalist from Mel Torme to Danny Kaye; booking strippers with the Al Dvorin download Images of the Urban: Conference Proceedings
Tell Them to Get Lost Travels With the Lonely Planet Guide Book That Started it All, Brian Thacker, Aug 31, 2011, Travel, 372 pages. Travels with the Lonely Planet guidebook that started it all.

When Tony Wheeler wrote Lonely Planet’s first-ever shoestring guidebook, South-East Asia offered ‘cheap and

Legacy of the Lake , Michael Smith, Nov 1, 2000, Fiction, 208 pages. Jack Olsen, a down-on-his luck former cop, seeks inner healing at the Lake of the Ozarks in Missouri. Out fishing one day, he witnesses a deliberate collision that leaves one

Birds Of Pennsylvania Field Guide , Stan Tekiela, Aug 15, 2004, Nature, 308 pages. See a yellow bird; don’t know what it is? No problem! This remarkable field guide features 117 bird species (only Pennsylvania birds) organized by color. Full-page photos 0958535205, 9780958535205 Salvatore Tremayne has lived with a burning hatred toward the father who denied him his birthright and the brother who received all the glory. Raised in one of London’s most. Praise for The Ordering of Love By Madeleine Lé’Engle In a brilliant marriage of myth and manner, histories sacred and profane, prayers of petition and of praise, these poems. In this gleefully exaggerated memoir, Gretel Killeen looks at the big questions that we’re confronted with in times of calamity: what the hell is life all about and what on.

Introduces a medically proven program of diet and exercise that is designed to slow down the aging process through its impact on ten important physiological biomarkers.

A Surprise for Wendy, Alison Inches, 2002, Juvenile Fiction, 24 pages. While Wendy is gone for the day, Bob the Builder and the others fix up her garden to surprise her.
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Hazing has been defined in a number of ways, but the resulting consequences are the same - ridicule, humiliation, embarrassment and abuse. Despite contrary beliefs, hazing
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Fluid physics for oceanographers and physicists an introduction to incompressible flow, Samuel A. Elder, Jerome Williams, Jun 15, 1996, Science, 395 pages. A clear and concise introduction to the physics of low speed fluid mechanics, emphasising fundamental concepts and methods. This book is designed as a one semester coursebook
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Good Dog, Bonita, Patricia Reilly Giff, DyAnne DiSalvo-Ryan, 1998, Juvenile Fiction, 69 pages. Sarah goes to New York City with Senora Sanchez and her little dog Bonita, and when the dog runs away she feels responsible

Proposed Fiscal Year 1989 Budget Request (Department of the., Volume 4 Hearing Before the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, United States Senate, One Hundredth Congress, Second Session. March 1, 1988, United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, 1988, United States, 201 pages

Requiem for a Realtor A Father Dowling Mystery, Ralph McInerny, Jul 1, 2004, Fiction, 263 pages. Father Dowling confronts an ethical dilemma when one of his parishioners reveals information in confidence about a troubled marriage, and the parishioner's spouse later becomes

In the Tet Offensive of 1968, Viet Cong and North Vietnamese forces launched a massive countrywide attack on South Vietnam. Though the Communists failed to achieve their.

In this easy-to-use, make-it-from-scratch cookbook with a user-friendly lay-flat binding, McCoy, a Christian homeschooling mom, proves that inexpensive meals can be nutritious. From not enough space and too many things to not knowing what color to paint the living room walls, many of us struggle with our homes. Now Maxwell Gillingham-Ryan, frequent.
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Dwarf conifers a complete guide, Humphrey James Welch, 1966, Gardening, 334 pages
The Adjustable Halo, Ken Anderson, 1968, 303 pages

'No one writes with more clarity (and wit) about gardening than Ursula Buchan.' Anna Pavord
'England has a proud tradition of garden writing as literature. Ursula Buchan has.
The Russian Tragedy The Burden of History, Hugh Ragsdale, 1996, History, 306 pages. This work provides an interpretive history of Russia from earliest times to today, recounting the story of Russia's past. It discusses Russia's strengths and weaknesses as a

World War II, Tom McGowen, 1993, Juvenile Nonfiction, 64 pages. Provides an overview of the military battles and political changes that occurred during World War II.
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Lochlin of the Keystone Ranch has been having dream images and waking visions of a secluded, castle-like structure. He ventures off by himself in search of it. He is met by...
Modeling Demographic Processes in Marked Populations, David L. Thomson, Evan G. Cooch, Michael J. Conroy, Dec 11, 2008, Science, 1156 pages. This book brings together biologists and statisticians in an interdisciplinary synthesis to develop new methods to overcome the most significant challenges and constraints.


Welding: Principles and Applications, Larry Jeffus, May 12, 2011, Business & Economics, 972 pages. WELDING: PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATIONS, 7E has been updated to include new welding processes, technologies, techniques and practices. It also contains hundreds of new and updated Pictures and brief text follow a rather disgruntled Santa Claus on his annual rounds.
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